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SOLDIERS' LOADS 
THE Load carried by the Soldier has been a problem to all armies and 

Army Commanders for many. centuries, throughout historical records and 
probably ever since fighting men .collected in groups for purpose of battle. 

From ancient to modern and even present-day history the story has been 
the same-a constant conflict between heavy loading with the ,maximum 
possible protecting armour and the largest and heaviest weapons of the'J~eriod 
as against maximum mobility with minimum loads. In periods of war the 
soldier usually himself rapidly adjusted his load to his own fancy and capability 
by throwing away the heavier and" to his way of thinking, the .less useful of 
the impediment!1 provided for him for battle; in periods of peace the " G " 
and "A" Staffs of the day gradually increased the defensive and offensive 
impedimenta which they considered necessary for the unfortunate soldier tQ 
carry into battle. Even in this 'present century this process has been clearly 
visible; from the South African War to the 1914-18 War and, in fact, well 
into the middle of that war a steady increase in equipment and arms, and again 
f:wm about 1930 to the 1939-45 War a similar steady increase as new items of 
equipment or weapons were devised. 

In the war records of Xerxes, Xenophon, Alexander, Hannibal and Cmsar 
the story is the same, the gradual increase of load and weapons of the first 
line fighting man and his ultimate defeat by the lightly loaded, quick-moving 
and quick-striking opponents. In the so-called Middle Ages at Crecy, Poitiers 
and Agincourt the soldiers with the light equipment and light, long~distance 
weapons, and therefore with mobility, defeated their highly trained but 
heavily loaded opponents. In the Wars of Marlborough, Napoleon and 
Wellington there was the same tendency to ;over-Ioad the soldier and the 
ultimate achieve:r;nent of mobility and victory by reduction of those loads in 
various ways. Both Napoleon and Wellington took specific action for this purpose 
by providing transport whenever possible for the carriage of the soldier's kit 
and less essential fighting equipment and thus securing a light fighting 
load and increased mobility. Even in the last great war and 'in the present 
Korean episode it has been obvious that the quick-striking, lightly loaded, 
jungle~and mountain-free troops have immense advantage and often 
victory over their heavier, heavily loaded, road-bound opponents. 

Under present conditions of war in this mechanized age the final results 
are usually victory for the heavily armed and weaponed forces when those 
forces can bring up all their full' war panoply and heavy armaments against 
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less well equipped opponents. But, when it is a matter of infantry against 
infantry, the load of the soldier is often a decisive' factor. And-" Infantry 
is the arm which in the end wins .battles, completes the victory, consolidates 
and.holds the ground won." (F.S.R., Vol. n.) 

Throughout historical records and more particularly in abridged histories 
which deal with the· periods and the subject, statements are made of the 
enormous loads carried by the soldier and the immense distances he marched· 
at impossible speeds a:n;d in incredibly short times. Lothian (1921, 1922) in 
one of the best pap{jrs ever produced on this subject ably demonstrates the 
fallacy of s~ch statements and that,in fact, ·the ancient Greek and. Roman 
soldier did NOT. carry. such impossible heavy . loads into· battle or make such 
wonderful marches. 

It is true that in many armies the first-line, trained soldier staggered on to 
parade with an astounding weight of equipment and weapons and stood on 
parade (more or less immobile) supporting that weight. But for fighting the 
picture was different. "The loads supposed to be carried by the soldier were 
not in actual fact carried at all-that is inthe case of soldiers who. were supposed 
t6 be on the move-for the old encased soldier was not mobile. The mobile 
soldier was surround~d by followers, including women, who did the carrying 
for their heroes" (Cheyne, 1920): .. .. .. 

Lothian in his reports clearly shows that inth<.l Greek armies, the Spartan 
Hoplite was accompanied by a Helot who carried his shield and armour and 
acted as his servant (Xen.,· Hell IV) and Athenian Hopliteseach had an 
attendant, Therapon, who carried his arms, three days' rations, a casqlle, 
tunic, leather cuirass with imbricated Illetalleaves, armoured leggings, a large 
shield and aweapon,a lance or short sword, weighing in all some 35 kilograms 
or 80 lb. (Thuc., Ill, 17, and Xen.Anab,IV, 2). 

Roman legionaries who with extrerilely strenuous trl1ining marched 20 
miles a day for long periods carrIed 60 Romim .p6unds of equipm.ent and 
weapons .~ 45 modern pounds; the Roman Iibra being 12 ounces,. hence the 
legend of the immensely strong Legionary carrying a 60 lb. pack. But even so, 
the heavily armed Romans were quite unable to pursue their light and stripped 
opponents in Brltain and later the Goths andHuns (Coos., Bell., GaUV). 

The weight oUoad whicIithe soldier was expected in actual fact to carry 
was often formidable. In the {Jrimea British equipment 57 lb. plus .blanket and 
three days' rations, 68 lb. in all,but later this was reduced to 62% lb. The 
French carried 72 lb; including rations. But as Parkes quotes: "No great 
marches have ever been made by men so loaded." 

After an interVal of peace in the wars of 1866 and 1870 heavy loads again 
held sway. The Germans lost through fatigue under very heavy equIpment 
some 12,000 men out of 30,000 in. seven weeks' marching. But.in our Ashanti 
e~peditions minimum ~quipment and load~ were carried by the soldier with 
most beneficial results and quick victory. 

In the South African War the load was just over 60 lb., but the records 
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show that the practical soldier soon reduced this to manageable amounts by 
discarding what he did not want. 

Inthe 1914-18 war, a trench-bound mentality gave the unfortunate soldier 
marching to the front trenches a load of equipment, weapons and clothing 
which when wet in winter weighed as much as 93 lb. It was quite evident 
that this soldier did not and could not fight with this load. 

The trained individual can, of course, carry very much heavier loads; 
the Sherpa porters of Everest expeditions carried some 150 to 200 lb. and there 
is a record of a hill porter at Mussourie who by himself carried a baby-grand 
piano on his back from Rajpur- to Mussourie, some 4,000 feet up. Butthen 
these men do not have to fight. ' 

There are many factors which govern the 'load carried by or ~eant to be 
carried by or actually 'needed by the soldier. 

Primarily of course, though we medical scientists are perhaps' inclined to 
forget or overlook thi(3 point, the soldier needs the means for fighting or doing 
his job as a soldier and any means of defence which his type of job may require. 
This is the aspect which interests the, "G.S. branch" most and leads to the 
constant conflict between overloading the soldier with weaporis and cutting 
the load down to the physical efficiency of the man. 

Then there are other factors such as the man's weight and size, the 'types 
of load ,to be carried, the positioning of that load, climatic conditions, the 
nature of the warfare, the emergency rations which he may need or must have, 
transport available, the influence of the enemy's lethal weapons such as 
gas, mines,contaminants; etc.; factors which have been so ably investigated 
and recorded by Cathcart, Campbell and Richardson (1923). 

In this present number of the Journal we have an interesting and valuable 
article bearing on this, subject and indicating once again the need to reduce 
the soldier's load and to improve the methbd by which that load is carried. 
It is interesting to note in this article that Lippold and Naylot advocate the 
carriage of the main load by the low{lr part of the body whereas Cheyne (1920) 
in an equally convincing article strongly advocated the carriage of the Pack 
in a higher position . 

. Of the factors mentioned climatic conditions perhaps produce most 
variation, there is such a vast difference between Tropicaland Arctic conditions 
between wet and dry countries which decisively affect the clothing which the 
soldier needs and can carry. The weight difference between the wet clothing of 
the sodden plains of Flanders or Italy, the steaming jungles of Arakan and 
Malaya and that of the experimental barrack square in England is perhaps 
hardly realized by those who are concerned in designJngclothing and equipment. 
The increased weight in 'highly humid climates is very considerable; for 
example, a ,kit containing normal clothing, blankets and bedding for travel by 
air with weight restricted to 40 lb., when packed in the dry heat of a Delhi 
hot weather, weighed 40 lb.; but on return from three weeks in the pre
monsoon humidity of Arakan (and not wetted by actual rain) that same kit 
weighed 49 lb. The clothing of troops after a 12 mile march in Peshawar in 
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the middle of the hot weather held nearly 4 lb. of moisture and nearly half an 
ounce of salt. 

There' are other ~spects too to be taken into consideration of the load 
'carried by the soldier in these mechanized days. The air transport of troops 
is now common practice and allowance must bemade in load tables if heavy 
or bulky kits are in use. For the medical services the heavy and bulky equip
ment and kit of officer or soldier patients to be transported by ambulance car or 
aircraft often produces difficulties when transport· is . limited. 

The conclusions reached· from experiment and experience are that the 
soldier can catry40 per cent of his body-weight, i.e. some 54 lb. added to the 
nude subject. if 13~14 lb. are allowed for clothing, boots, etc., there remains 
40--:41 lb. for equipment. 

Bedale (1924) reporting on loads carried in inQ.ustry found that these were
for continuous loads 40 per cent and occasional loads 50 per cent of thebody-~ 
weight, i.e. 45 and 55.1b. "In practice in heavy industries the maximum' 
average loads approximated to the laboratory findings ofthe optimum physio
logical load .and they seem to be generally self-protective in the choice of load 
a;nd know to a nicety their own capacity." 

For the soldier it would therefore appear that his pptimum load should be 
a,bout a maximum of 40 lb.; greater physical efficiency and mobility being 
gained by less weight, greater defensive and offensive fighting power by more 
weight. But with the variety of functions of the Soldier it would also appear 
that his load .should be in two portions, a basic load of clothing, necessaries 
and skeleton equipment which is common to all (this will also allow ease of 
manufacture for mass production) and speCialized equipment according tothe 
variety of function. . • 

What of the .future? Are we in this present period of Peace going to see' 
once more a steady increase of weight as new means of offence and defence 
are introduced; atomic hand-grenades; walkie-talkie communication for all ; 
heat and death-ray generators; clothing heavily impregnated~ith anti
radiation plastic; infra-red viewoscopes for seeing through the fog of war; 
tablo~d rations,personaI parachutes and so .0n?Or are we going to make sure 
that, when the next (?) war.com/js,total weights have been kept within.reason
able and . physiological .limits and that the load carried by the soldier is a 
practicable possibility? . 
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